Firewood Collection & Load Tag Rules are as follows:

- Firewood permits and load tags are required in the state of Oregon for transport of all special forest products, including firewood. Vehicles transporting firewood may be investigated by local, county, state or federal law enforcement officers.
- Firewood is for SROA owners only. The owner of record of the property receives the permit.
- A firewood permit may be suspended at any time for just cause.
- Up to 5 cords allowed annually per property. A cord is defined as a stack 4 ft. high x 8 ft. long x 4 ft. deep.*
- A load tag is required for each transport of wood. 1 load tag = ½ cord of firewood or portion thereof. Anything over a half cord will require an additional load tag.
- Firewood permit holder must be on-site at the time of wood collection and loading.
- Please do not cut through private property to access the wood.
- Persons collecting firewood must comply with all SROA restrictions and orders and not enter or remain upon SROA commons during a regulated use closure.
- Permit holders are responsible for knowing and complying with the Sunriver Rules & Regulations, Sunriver Ladder Fuels Reduction Plan and current policies and procedures, prior to collecting firewood on SROA commons.
- Firewood collection is for SROA generated rounds only. NO CHAINSAW or splitter use allowed on commons.
- SROA firewood permits and load tags are not transferrable, not intended for resale, non-refundable and does not guarantee wood availability.
- Firewood generated on SROA commons may not be sold or bartered to another party.
- Firewood collection may only take place during daylight hours.
- Vehicles shall be required to park on one side of the street or lane in a manner which does not block traffic or access of emergency vehicles or equipment (parallel to the road surface with at least two wheels on the pavement.) No parking on pathways or commons is allowed.
- Permit holder must be readily available to move the vehicle if necessary in case the vehicle is required to clear the street in times of emergency access or snow plow access.
- A wagon or wheelbarrow may be used to transport wood to your vehicle.
- For fire safety, do not stack wood on your deck or near the home. It is best placed at the furthest property line away from all structures, trees and other vegetation.
- Permits and tags subject to change by SROA due to season fluctuations or needs.

Information regarding firewood rules and restrictions may be obtained by calling 541-593-2411.

*Please refer to the Design Committee Manual of Rules & Procedures relating to firewood stacking requirements.